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Abstract
This study investigated secondary school physical education teachers’ experiences of using a game based approach (GBA) with the primary aim of exploring the qualitatively different ways teachers experience what they consider to be a GBA when teaching games. With the investigation of teaching experience being the fundamental focus of this study, the nature of teaching experience, and the interpretation and meaning of that experience (with ‘meaning’ being defined in this study as the idea or worth of experience) is of utmost importance especially when considering that the ‘hype’ and support for GBA use in PE lessons is still yet to be seen in practice (Jarrett, 2015; Pill, 2011) [1, 2]. Thus, an effort/need to develop and improve GBA-related pedagogical understanding and practice, especially at PETE level, continues to exist.

1. Introduction
This study investigated secondary school physical education teachers’ experiences of using a game based approach (GBA) with the primary aim of exploring the qualitatively different ways teachers experience what they consider to be a GBA when teaching games. With the investigation of teaching experience being the fundamental focus of this study, the nature of teaching experience, and the interpretation and meaning of that experience (with ‘meaning’ being defined in this study as the idea or worth of experience) is of utmost importance especially when considering that the ‘hype’ and support for GBA use in PE lessons is still yet to be seen in practice (Jarrett, 2015; Pill, 2011) [1, 2]. Thus, an effort/need to develop and improve GBA-related pedagogical understanding and practice, especially at PETE level, continues to exist.

2. The experience of teaching
Associated with an individual’s development as a teacher is a range of commonly understood assumptions about the role experience plays in becoming a teacher. Tudela (2014) [3] for example, states that preservice teachers are understood to be ‘vulnerable, innocent and in need of guidance’ (p. 157) due to a lack of teaching experience whereas the practices of in-service teachers are often legitimized and made possible (even if inappropriate) based on the assumption that experience leads to full development and certainty in ones’ identity as an expert. This view of teacher knowledge as Tudela (2014) [3] explains ‘references experience with the assumption that one achieves expertise only through experience’ (p. 160). Broadening discussion on awareness of the factors that influence experience, Keck (2015) [4] acknowledges the need for conscious attention to the ‘baggage’ teachers bring with them from across the spectrum of their professional life. An awareness of what and how this ‘baggage’ can influence experience plays a significant role in teachers’ day-to-day teaching practice with opportunities to utilise and/or avoid influential elements important in helping teachers make connections between theory and practice and increasing the likelihood of more meaningful experiences to inform future practice (Sonmez, 2015) [5].
The research does, however, suggest that teachers’ unquestioned beliefs, knowledge and dispositions (developed throughout their lives) typically create challenges for their interpretation and uptake of new and innovative sport pedagogies (see for example Light & Evans, 2013) [9]. Light (2008) [7] suggests that this is largely due to the tension between the unarticulated assumptions about learning and knowledge that underpin traditional approaches to games teaching and those that underpin less traditional instructional pedagogies such as game based approaches (GBAs).

2.1 Influences shaping physical education teacher practice

Just as it has long been viewed that physical education teachers hold preconceived ideas about the role they should play in the school (e.g. a curriculum idealist) and in the physical education lesson (e.g. a requirement to be authoritarian or a champion of technique development), so too have physical education teachers’ personal theories of learning been viewed as having considerable influence on decisions about instruction (Applefield, Huber & Moallem, 2011; Jarrett, 2015) [8, 1]. How and why these notions are conceived and the impact personal learning theories have on teaching practice has often been related to an individual’s socialisation.

2.1.1 Socialisation

Utilising the work of Lawson (1986) [9] and his exploration of socialisation. teaching practice has often been related to an individual’s conception and the impact personal learning theories have on decisions about instruction (Applefield, Huber & Moallem, 2011; Jarrett, 2015) [8, 1]. How and why these notions are conceived and the impact personal learning theories have on teaching practice has often been related to an individual’s socialisation.

2.1.2 Experiences and beliefs

Wanyama and Quay (2014) [16] argue that the teaching of physical education faces challenges all around the World. This is particularly so if a physical education teacher’s accumulated experience base is limited, as having a broad base of experience to help generate and entertain new ideas and skills enables construction of further knowledge enhancing further learning (Elliott & Campbell, 2013) [17]. With physical education teachers constructing and developing knowledge from their own experiences of physical education as a pupil, any dominance within their schooling of programmes lacking pedagogical and content variety and/or frequency has a worrisome legacy. As explained by Morgan and Bourke (2008) [15] ‘the quality of an individual’s school physical education experiences directly predicted his or her confidence to teach physical education’ (p. 2).

Just as teaching confidence in physical education can be difficult to alter, so too the beliefs of teachers. As Rossi (1999) [18] and Barker and Rossi (2011) [19] point out, the beliefs of in-service PE teachers will vary and can be difficult to change with beliefs ‘acting as a filter through which a host of instructional judgements and decisions are made’ (Harvey & O’Donovan, 2011, p. 767) [20]. Such beliefs, as Green (2002) [21] contends, are primarily informed by teachers’ personal biographies and acculturation and inform the development of entrenched predispositions that significantly impact upon teacher development (Harvey & O’Donovan, 2011) [20]. However, preservice PE teachers’ beliefs can be changed as research by Moy, Renshaw and Davids’ (2014) [22] suggests. Their study into Australian preservice PE teachers’ receptiveness to an alternative pedagogical approach to teach games found strong evidence to show that it is possible for PETE educators to change beliefs in order to overcome the constraint of acculturation.

Butler (2005) [23] has suggested though that changes in teachers’ practices can only occur when there is a core belief in innovation, and even then the conflict that may exist between a teacher’s core beliefs about teaching and learning and the assumptions that underpin use of a new pedagogical approach can create further barriers to implementation (Light, 2008) [7]. Yet, as explained by Aelterman, Vansteenkiste, Van den Bergh, De Meyer and Haerens (2014) [24], even if teachers are predisposed to altering their practice, teachers do not necessarily act upon their beliefs that might motivate and inform this change. This has both positive and negative connotations for the trialling of pedagogical innovations such as the consideration of using GBAs to teach games.

2.2 Game based approaches

Researchers have used the term game based approaches (GBAs) to describe the range of pedagogical approaches that ‘focus on the game instead of decontextualized techniques or skills to locate learning within modified games or game-like activities and that emphasize questioning to stimulate thinking and interaction’ (Light & Mooney, 2013, p. 2) [25]. GBAs have also been described as an alternative to the more ‘traditional’ teacher-centred approaches historically synonymous with games teaching in physical education and sports settings (Light, 2002) [26]. Reviews of GBA literature by Oslin and Mitchell (2006) [27], Harvey and Jarrett (2014) [28] and Stolz and Pill (2014) [29] have highlighted a number of pedagogical approaches utilised around the world that reflect similar, but contextualised (e.g. country specific) characteristics. The range of GBAs mentioned in literature include Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU; Bunker & Thorpe, 1982)
2.2.1 Perceptions of game based approaches

Despite a breadth of studies available on preservice PE teachers’ and preservice primary teachers’ perceptions of GBAs (see Li and Cruz, 2008; Dudley & Baxter, 2009) [39, 40], fewer studies exploring in-service PE teachers’ perceptions of GBAs exist. In Casey and Dyson’s (2009) [41] study into an in-service PE teacher’s experience of using TGfU to teach a unit of tennis, pedagogical and time constraint issues associated with planning and implementation were reported. Feelings of insecurity and apprehension when orchestrating pedagogical change were also felt by the in-service PE teachers with comment noting the need to provide pupils with a short ‘crash course in how to be taught this way’ (p. 190). Rossi et al., (2007) [38] also highlight the confusion felt by in-service teachers, especially with regard to the different forms of GBAs that they were exposed to, with the use of GBAs seen as just another ‘teaching trick’ (p. 106). Findings in a study by Diaz-Cueto Diaz-Cueto, Hernandez-Alvarez and Castejon (2010) [42] into five in-service PE teachers’ perceptions of implementing either a basketball or handball unit suggested further challenges associated with GBA implementation in that teachers began ‘doubting their own pedagogical expertise and knowledge’ (p. 378). And in a study by Pill (2011) [42] that surveyed 64 in-service PE teachers’ degree of engagement with GBA curriculum design and enactment it was reported that TGfU-GS ‘had yet to be fully understood and implemented by the majority of teachers’ (p. 115). Of significance here is the thread of common confusion reported by in-service PE teachers and indeed how the exploration of teaching experience can and should be considered in the effort to improve GBA-related pedagogical practice, specifically through the design and delivery of physical education teacher education (PETE) programmes.

3. Method

3.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from two different sites: in-service PE teachers from secondary schools in southeast England (n = 6) and in-service PE teachers from secondary schools in southeast Australia (n = 6). Site locations were chosen to reflect the breadth of research into and use of GBAs emanating from both sites as well as the primary researcher’s experiences of teaching in both locations. Five schools at each site were identified (based on existing contacts had at each school). An initial questionnaire was sent out via email to teachers within each school’s PE department with all selected participants (from 6 different schools in total) indicating experiences of teaching using GBAs in teaching careers ranging between one to thirty three years.

3.2 Procedure

Two 40-60 minute interviews were conducted with each participant at least a week apart. The primary focus of interview one was to develop a shared level of communication trust between interviewee and interviewer facilitated by interviewee reflection upon their journey into teaching. Interview two focused upon getting participants to relive a past GBA teaching experience. This was completed through use of elicitation interview technique which focuses on the reliving and verbalisation of a past and specific situation whereby interviewees were pressed to explore their own experiences of a given GBA teaching experience and guided into a state of evocation through the use of Ericsonian language and sensorial questioning (Vermersch, 1994) [43]. See Jarrett, Mouchet, Harvey, Scott and Light (2014) [44] for a more detailed explanation of the use of elicitation interview technique.

3.3 Phenomenography

At its core the focus of this study was to investigate and analyse the collective meaning participants give to experiences of using a GBA to teach games, in recognition of the personal and subjective nature of teaching. According to Watkins and Bond (2007) [45] “meanings exist through the way individuals’ experience situations” (p. 291) thus a phenomenographic approach was chosen to explore research questions that inherently focused upon variations in meaning offered through the reliving of teachers’ experiences of using a GBA (Marton & Booth, 1997) [46].

As a research framework synonymous with educational and pedagogical development applications, phenomenography has often been used to help answer questions about thinking and learning (see Åkerlind 2008; Entwistle, 1997; Marton, 1986) [47-49]. A phenomenographic approach implies that the ‘object of the research is the variation in ways of experiencing phenomena’ and its use implies an interest in ‘revealing and describing variation, especially in an educational context’ (Marton & Booth, 1997, p. 111) [46]. In phenomenography individual voices are not heard as the description and analysis of experience at a collective level is the focus. Furthermore, phenomenography is based on the understanding ‘that individuals’ capabilities for acting in relation to phenomena are related to how they have learned to experience the meaning of phenomena they are acting toward’ (Watkins & Bond, 2007, p. 291) [45]. For this reason an interview programme devoted to providing participants with opportunities to relive their teaching experiences whilst simultaneously investigating the meanings they associate with their experiences was used.

3.4 Data Analysis

In accordance with phenomenographic research analysis procedures, key utterances relating to participants’ GBA-related teaching experiences were categorised reflecting the utilisation of analytic induction. A conceptualisation of the framework that guided analysis, known as the outcome space, is outlined in Figure 1:
Step one of transcript analysis involved the reading and rereading of all transcripts enabling key utterances to be linked. The second step involved the grouping of similarities and differences in utterances made about GBA-related teaching experience. Referential and structural aspects of the data were then focused upon, specifically the overall meaning being attributed to their GBA-related teaching (referential) as well as what participants’ focus of attention was on (structural) (e.g. what element of teaching practice they were focused on). Threads of attention (also known as dimensions of variation) running through and linking each category were then focused upon (Marton & Booth, 1997) [46]. A dimension of variation was determined if present throughout multiple individuals’ utterances within each category. The third step of the analysis process was the formulation of a draft set of descriptive categories. The fourth step was the initial development of the outcome space, with particular attention paid to the finalisation of categories and category descriptions. Category descriptions were formulated from selected utterances. The fifth and final step was to assign a name, or metaphor (Larsson & Holmstrom, 2007) [50], to each category.

4. Results
A summary of elements that formulated the outcome space is present in Figure 2 and showcases the presence of three main categories of experience, that being the experience of GBA teaching as a Learner, a Collaborator, or as a Catalyst, along with the five discerned themes of Questioning [Q], Design of game [DG], Decision making [DM], Engagement [En], and Development opportunity [DO] that comprise the thematic field.

4.1 Experience of variation
Drawing on the ideas of Dewey (1938) [51], Piaget (1970) [52] and Vygotsky (1978) [53], a teacher’s capacity for experiencing GBA teaching is informed by the breadth of previous experiences as a teacher and of the environmental conditions that shaped those experiences. Thus, the nature of teachers’ GBA teaching experiences are complex, as is the consideration of how teachers’ increasing awareness of the phenomenon (i.e. the experience of teaching using a GBA) influences their capacity to experience the phenomenon. The presence of three categories within the outcome space is suggestive of this growth of awareness as the constitution of categories (and their description) is based on variation in how elements of the experience are discerned. Thus, the categories of Learner, Collaborator, and Catalyst reveal not just participants’ increasing awareness of the phenomenon (e.g. as pedagogical choice defined by experience) but also their capacity to experience the phenomenon (e.g. the meaning associated with a GBA-related teaching experience). An analysis of the differences between experiences at an individual level is not a feature of phenomenographical research, instead a part of the analysis framework directs analysis to be focused upon the differences between category meanings. Three distinct but inclusive meanings (each meaning associated with one specific category of experience) are presented in Table 1.
5. Discussion

5.1 Experience of variation as a Learner

As a Learner experiencing GBA teaching there was a range of elements discerned across all three threads of expanding awareness. Further analysis of this range, however, reveals limited focus of attention on arguably (from a literature perspective) the two most important elements of GBA teaching – the Design of game (DG) and effective Questioning (Q). With regards to the Design of game (DG) Harvey (2009, p. 7) [50] stressed the importance of “getting the game right” as a fundamental feature of GBA-related teaching practice so that pupils ‘think more about, and within, the game’. This importance should not be under-valued as numerous scholars have attested (Light, 2014; Pearson & Webb, 2008) [55, 56]. There is an art to designing meaningful and purposeful games that provide pupils with opportunities to achieve specific learning outcomes (Webb, Pearson & Forrest, 2006) [57], yet without it being a prominent focus of attention for teachers their GBA-related teaching will be experienced predominantly as a novice with a limited understanding of the nuances associated with GBA teaching. The same can be said with regards to an absence of attention on the element of Questioning (Q). Effective questioning strategies are a central component of the teacher’s role in GBA teaching (Hubball, Lambert & Hayes, 2007) [58], yet lower-order questioning that focuses on knowledge recall, such as the questioning strategies evident in the study by McNeill, Fry, Wright, Tan and Rossi (2008) [59] into preservice PE teachers implementation of a GBA on practicum, helps to define GBA teaching experience within the Learner category. Reflecting comments by Harvey and Light (2015) [60] who identified the two areas of game design and effective questioning as being of particular concern for current GBA teaching practice, the findings of this study, particularly within the Learner category, expose a similar understanding of experience. Thus, the relationship between these two elements, that being the effect of game design on effective questioning and vice versa, appears synergistic. Pearson and Webb (2008, p. 1) [56] highlight this point through their discussion of a process for effective question construction: For questioning to be effective, it needs to be planned and specific to the outcomes that the teacher requires from the participants… The process involves the teacher analysing the categories of games (invasion, striking/fielding, net/court and target games) and then choosing a sport from one of these categories. Following this the teacher determines the elements to be an effective player using the subcategories: technical, tactical/strategic, cognitive, and rules. Games are then designed around one of the subcategories or a combination. Questions are then designed in each of the subcategories listed above. [Emphasis added]

5.2 Experience of variation as a Collaborator

As a Collaborator experiencing GBA teaching there was an even focus of attention on all five themes across all attributes. Of prominence was the greater number of meaning statements (utterances) that were recognised as being attentive to pupil Decision making (DM) as opposed to the Learner category. Thus, with a more even attention being given to key components of GBA teaching, it could be suggested that teachers experiencing the phenomenon as a Collaborator maintained a developing appreciation of the importance that different GBAs place on learning tactics alongside skills.
such evenness of attention supports the notion that a **Collaborator** has the capacity to experience GBA teaching with an understanding of the interdependence of motor skill execution and decision making as relational characteristics of game play. This is an important development in relation to how teachers experience GBA teaching as it reveals a developing confidence in pedagogical content knowledge. Furthermore, with **Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)** being one of four aspects of awareness associated with the margin of awareness (e.g. an aspect of awareness that remains on the periphery but still affecting experience) its growing presence as an element of awareness within this category (as opposed to the **Learner** category) suggests an increasing influence on how a teacher’s thematic field and theme of attention is structured. This developing confidence in pedagogical content knowledge is affirmed by Utterance 18 below:

It was quite nice in a way and it made me feel a lot more confident with what I was doing with them and it was good to know they were getting something from me and I was giving something to them. (Utterance 18)

### 5.3 Experience of variation as a **Catalyst**

As a **Catalyst** experiencing GBA teaching there was a distinct focus of attention on the experience of providing pupils with **Development opportunities (DO)**. Evidence of what and how those development opportunities were experienced by teachers can be found in the form of pupil question asking as relived by the teacher:

Miss, can we take this line of cones out here? It is too hard. (Utterance 68)

Utterance 68 provides an insight into GBA teaching as experienced by a **Catalyst** insofar as the focus of attention remains on the act (and product) of reflexive thinking. The experience here of listening to a pupil suggests an appreciation of pupil voice as a meaningful act of learning. But this experience is more than just a focus of attention on the pupil as the act of providing pupils with a voice gives recognition of their perspective and their **world** as a valid source and focus of learning. Utterance 68 also demonstrates evidence of a pupil ‘making or creating their own games’ (Quay & Stolz, 2014, p. 23) [62]. The significance of this, as discussed by Quay and Stolz (2014) [62], is that there is a shift in the pupil’s learning experience beyond that of the confines of the GBA. By providing an opportunity for the pupil to change the game broadens their environment ‘beyond that of a focus on tactical awareness, decision making and skill execution, to involve the game itself’ to enable ‘game appreciation to be achieved at a deeper level’ (p. 23). Thus, associated with GBA teaching being experienced as a **Catalyst** is the recognition of experience as being a **pupil and their world** focused endeavour (PWF). Utterance 24 highlights this focus again through attention being placed upon a collective endeavour:

We’ll try to get you guys to find out the answers through the practise so that during the game you can answer those questions physically on the court”. (Utterance 24)

Light (2013) [63] has stated that one of the main features of effective Game Sense teaching is the provision of opportunities for collaborative formulation of ideas/solutions that are tested and evaluated. Utterance 24 speaks directly of this provision as a collaborative approach has been adopted (e.g. “We’ll try…” to formulate ideas (e.g. “…find the answers through the practise…”)) that are then tested in context (e.g. “…you can answer those questions physicaally on the court”). As a **Catalyst**, the experience of having a priority focus on providing Development opportunities (DO) for pupils varies considerably from the **Learner** who experiences GBA teaching with limited recognition of the importance of game design (DG) and Questioning (Q). Yet as an inclusive hierarchy suggests, there is potential to develop a more complex understanding of GBA teaching as evidenced by a change in what becomes the predominant focus of attention as well as an expansion of awareness of elements associated with the theme, thematic field, and margin of awareness of specific phenomena. Thus, having a greater awareness of a teachers’ focus of attention has implications for the enhancement of pupil learning by way of a more complex understanding and use of a GBA. Such an understanding has implications for PE teacher educators and the structure of PETE programmes.

### 5.4 Implications for teacher educators

Other than remaining with the status quo, two options for teacher educators are apparent with both at either ends of the ‘what can be done’ spectrum. The first reflects a movement away from emphasizing a ‘new approach’ or ‘paradigm shift’ focus within PETE programmes when offering GBA induction and teaching experiences. As suggested by Pill (2011, p. 120) [64] ‘many teachers already teach in a manner not too far removed from a TGfU-GS approach’ so that by highlighting starting points for a TGfU-GS approach that are already evident in teaching practice the refinement of existing practice may give the practice of GBA teaching more traction. The second takes heed of Kirk’s (2011) [64] suggestion that continual modification and slippage away from truer versions of approaches may undermine pupil achievement. Such a perspective gives rise to the need within PETE programmes to focus on developing a practical and philosophical understanding of a variety of approaches to help preservice PE teachers develop an appreciation for the requirements of more informed pedagogical content knowledge. If we consider the implementation of a longer more intense GBA-related induction within PETE programmes, then there is scope within such programmes to focus on nuanced understanding of a range of approaches (e.g. TGfU as well as Game Sense).

It is also incumbent on teacher educators to help preservice PE teachers to experience variation in the way they conceptualise GBA teaching. Thus, when reflecting on the GBA teaching experiences relived as part of this study, Kirk’s (2011) [64] comments on the need within PETE programmes to focus on developing a practical and philosophical understanding of a variety of approaches presents as a more suitable inclusion within PETE programmes. A considered and progressive PETE programme that develops knowledge of a variety of approaches and conceptualisations will also help teacher educators avoid a ‘dip in and out’ approach to GBA induction practices that may restrict continuity of development.

Another implication of study findings relates to teacher educators’ utilisation of awareness of teachers’ differing experiences of GBA teaching. The implication here is that there is a lack of awareness from teacher educators (and deliverers of in-service PE teacher professional development opportunities) based on the limited evolution of GBA-related learning and development opportunities within PETE (and in-service professional development) programmes. This lack of awareness provides further justification for the nature and
focus of this study, but it also leads to a set of specific PETE recommendations derived from study findings.

5.5 Recommendations for teacher educators

Three main recommendations for PE teacher educators and PETE programmes have been drawn from the analysis of findings. Firstly, the showcasing of effective GBA teaching should be a feature of learning within PETE programmes facilitated through the pairing of preservice PE teachers from different year group cohorts (e.g. a 1st year student being mentored by a 4th year or Masters level student) so that observation, trialling and discussion of practice becomes a key feature of GBA induction practice. Secondly, including stand-alone units/modules within PETE programmes that focus on development of knowledge and teaching experience specific to individual GBAs (e.g. TGfU or Game Sense) should be considered. Such units or modules would require the design of teaching opportunities that bring to the fore a focus on questioning and game design which would in-turn help the expansion of pre-service teachers’ capacities to experience GBA-related teaching. And thirdly, the length of time and volume of opportunities to develop and trial questioning and game design practice will vary amongst institutions but the GBA teaching experiences relived within this study suggests a longer and more focused period of induction is required. As a side note such development and trialling opportunities should also be afforded to in-service PE teachers with the inclusion of micro-teaching opportunities within in-service teacher professional development days. Such opportunities act as a starting point for the trialling of new pedagogical approaches whilst simultaneously promoting the idea of reflexive thinking.

6. Conclusion

The findings of this study offer an opportunity whereby insight into the collective experiences of GBA teaching obtained through empirical research can be used to inform the teaching practices of the next wave of physical education teachers in schools. With the experience of GBA teaching being categorised as that of a Learner, a Collaborator, or as a Catalyst, implications and recommendations for in-service teachers and teacher educators were made and included the provision of meaningful opportunities to enhance the development of questioning and game design protocols. This focus on the provision of meaningful learning opportunities is doubly important as it not only helps to promote authentic development of GBA-related teaching practice but also because the place of PE in the curriculum is at a cross roads (O’Sullivan, 2015) [63]. Experiences of PE in the school curriculum - by teachers, pupils and other stakeholders in the school community - will play a significant role in the subjects continued inclusion in the school curriculum with the findings of this study bringing further attention to the need for reflexive consideration of pedagogical content knowledge development opportunities within current PETE programmes.
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